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INTEGRATED SATELLITE CONTROL
OPEN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN STANDARDS

Dennis K. Holstein
Sr. Staff Project Engineer

ABSTRACT

Design standards defined in this paper provide the framework to implement an open
system architecture to achieve the interoperability requirements for integrated satellite
control directed by USCINCSPACE. Ground segment space operations that
implement these standards will provide the capability to eliminate the artificial
barriers between mission unique ground systems that operate in a stove-pipe manner
today. Through common support equipment and advanced workstations, operator
cross training will become unnecessary. To implement interoperability, it is necessary
to define standard physical, electrical, and communication interfaces and protocols, so
components from different manufactures will operate together. Implementation of
these standards tends to build on the natural infrastructure of today's satellite operation
center and maximize the reuse of common user components for satellite control,
mission payload operations and force management. The infrastructure concept
uniquely blends the requirements for providing a single operator the capability to
perform all tasks for these missions at a single workstation. Prototypes built and tested
by the Air Force have demonstrated the feasibility and payoff of this design concept.

CAPSTONE REQUIREMENTS

Interoperability is clearly defined by two capstone documents: the Integrated Satellite
Control (ISC) Mission Need Statement (MNS) augmented by the Concept for
Integrated Satellite Control, and the Battle Management/Command, Control and
Communications (BM/C3) Operational Requirements Document (ORD) for Global
Protection Against Limited Strike (GPALS). Both documents are approved by
General Homer, USCINCSPACE.

ISC requires that future ground systems be designed in accordance with open
architecture standards and provide the capability to operate dissimilar satellites from
the same ground station, using the same up-down link antenna, with the same military
operators, using to the maximum extent possible the same hardware and software.
This concept emphasizes the use of Common User Components (CUCs) as illustrated



in Figure 1. The design standards to implement interoperability are set forth in the
Standard Mobile Segment (SMS) Standard, an Aerospace Corporation Technical
Operating Report maintained by the Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) Chief
Engineer. Work on these standards earned SMC and the SMS team the DoD 1992
Standardization Award for Outstanding Performance.

Figure 1–Integrated Satellite Control

ISC requirements have evolved over the last 10 years. It evolved from the Assured
Mission Space Support Architecture (AMSSA) to the ISC Multi-Command Required
Operational Capability (MROC) 04-88. Each of these initiatives clearly articulate the
requirements for normalizing space operations, enhancing the interoperability and
standardizing the designs to reduce life cycle cost. General Horner has extended the
requirements in the MNS to front load the combat forces with space support.

The architecture required to satisfy these requirements is distributed, not centralized.
It requires the capability to rapidly deploy the space system ground segment and
integrate the deployed assets into the theater commanders C4I infrastructure. This
requires direct down-link from the satellite to the theater.

The more difficult operational concept is how best to provide payload control from the
deployed ground segment. This is needed under some situations that have very short
response times coupled with satellites that have taskable payloads for surveillance,
communications, and weapon employment.



One of the USSPACECOM ORDs approved by General Horner for GPALS is the
BM/C3 ORD dated 4 December 1992. This document is also a source of requirements
for Strategic Defense System space element ground segments—called the Element
Operation Center (EOC). The ORD also specifies the requirements for event
validation, space asset management, the need to support non-BMD (Ballistic Missile
Defense) missions, and the requirement to operate autonomously.

Implementation of the open system architecture and design standards are required by
the ORD by stating that facilities must comply with the Fixed and Mobile Standard
(FMS). Additional requirements for the space elements are detailed in the SMS
Standard. For all practical purposes FMS and SMS articulate the same standard in the
common (core) facility requirements. SMS adds standards for three generic mission
areas: Satellite Control, Mission Payload Operations, and Battle Management.

Design options for the core standards are defined to achieve the following objectives:

Define physical, electrical, and communication interfaces and protocols, so
components acquired from different manufacturers will operate together.

Reduce the life cycle cost of satellite control operations by limiting the
design options to require less logistics support.

Ease the use of advanced technology so an officer-in-charge and enlisted
maintainer/operators can operate satellites in a war time environment.

Define natural and induced environment standards so operational units can
operate under adverse conditions.

GROUND SEGMENT ARCHITECTURE

The fundamental concept for implementing the ISC concept in a GPALS BM/C3
architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. Two dissimilar satellite constellation are shown
to highlight the requirements for interoperability. The Early Warning System (EWS)
provides global surveillance from a near-geosynchronous orbit. Brilliant Eyes (BE)
provides surveillance and target tracking from a low energy orbit. The concept is to
provide workstations on a Local Area Network (LAN) and provide the capability for
all tasks to be performed on any mission workstation. The tasks are: Satellite
Operations, Payload Operations, Battle Management, and Terrestrial or Satellite Relay
Communications.



Figure 2–Ground Segment Architecture

All TT&C functions are provided by Satellite Operations in this model. it is the only
interface between the space segment and the ground segment. For direct readout of
space data to a combat force, a subset of the TT&C functions must be packaged as a
receiver and integrated into the deployed C4I theater infrastructure.

Payload Operations include final Mission Data Processing, Event Validation of data
received on the down-link, and Payload Scheduling in response to sensor, weapon,
and communication tasking received from the Battle Manager. The interface is more
clearly described in terms of force execution and force reporting.

Force Execution: Battle Management processes all control directives received from
higher authority and converts them into tasking messages. Payload schedules are
passed to the Command Generator in Satellite Operations who builds the command
upload to the satellite.

Force Reporting: Mission data, engagement results and status are stripped from the
telemetry down-link by the Front-End Processor, sent to Payload Operations for final



processing, then to Battle Management for reporting through Terrestrial and Satellite
Relay Communications to all force managers.

These are the natural interfaces of an ISC ground segment, and this model provides
the basis for implementing a wide variety of open system architectural designs. It is
this implementation that is so controversial, and is the subject of many prototype
developments sponsored by government agencies and contractor Independent
Research and Development (IR&D).

Four levels of interoperability are defined in the ISC MNS:

1. Mission Control Center Interoperability that provides the capability for one
network to access and support another network's satellites.

2. Ground Station Interoperability with antenna interoperability that allows the
mission control centers to interface with and operate through another
network's ground stations.

3. Facilities Interoperability that provide interoperable equipment (not common
equipment) so that each mission control center can operate through another
network's assets to control a satellite.

4. Network interoperability at the operator level that allows a trained satellite
control operator to conduct satellite support from any mission control center
through any antenna to the assigned satellite without excessive additional
training.

INTERFACE DESIGN STANDARDS

To implement the open architecture, all future ground segment designs must comply
with the electrical interface standards defined in the following table.

Software standards are defined by specifying military and commercial standards that
enhance modularity and portability, and that are easily supported. The following
software standards are specified in FMS/SMS Standards:



Table 1–Interface Design Standards



Table 2–Software Standards



Key Technologies

Data Management

Knowledge-Based Systems

Satellite Control Automation

Mission Operations Normalization

TECHNOLOGY BASE

Early analysis by the FMS/SMS
Standards working group and prototype
contractors showed the operator to be the
most critical resource in the operations
unit. As required by ISC, and using a
perceived concept of operations for
Strategic Defense, two or three
operator/maintainers are needed to keep
the equipment running, fly the satellites
and validate the mission events from the
satellite payloads. It is clear that a highly
automated decision support system,
known as an expert system, is needed.
The issue is: How well will this work?

Prototypes are needed to measure human-in-the-loop performance. Simulation models
and analysis of perceived operator response time and work load sharing are totally
inadequate to develop sufficient confidence in the derived requirements for operation
designs.

The Aerospace Corporation continues to develop a technology road map for
implementing ISC. Four key technology areas are defined for the ground segment.

1. Data Management

a Multi-Level Security to implement tactical data fusion.

b. Distributed Database Management implementing an open system
client-server relationship that retains functional packaging modularity with
minimum functional co-dependencies.

c. Database Management System extensions to SQL to store and retrieve
complex semantic data.

d. Optimistic concurrent control and enhanced version control of
object-oriented databases.



2. Knowledge-based Systems

a. Faster and smarter query systems to implement the performance goals.

b. Heuristics to model inferential relationships between the space systems and
its environment, and intrasystem subsystems and components.

c. Human-Computer-Interface Engineering to minimize operator cross-training
and change the paradigm of how the military fly satellites.

3. Satellite Control Automation

a. Real-time Orbit Determination to implement high precision satellite position
and velocity determination without intervention by the operator.

b. Satellite vehicle attitude control models and processes to normalize operator
interaction with these functions.

c. Anomaly management models and processes that implement advanced
decision aids and visualization using multi-media technology.

4. Mission Operations Normalization

a. Standard mission data processing algorithms to reduce operator
cross-training requirements for event validation and response to force
direction from higher authority.

b. Standard message formats and protocols to interoperate in any C4I
infrastructure.

Three Steps to the Technology Roadmap:

1. Define the technology components and their relationships.

2. Identify windows of opportunity for technology insertion.

3. Assess technology contributions and cost effectiveness in implementing the
Integrated Satellite Control goals.

Developing the technology road map requires three steps. First, each of the
technologies described above must be expanded into its component parts and the



relationship of those parts clearly understood. In the Aerospace Design Center, the
technologies are continually being dissected and investigated.

The second step is to define the time windows of opportunity when subsets of the
technology can be inserted into specific satellite development programs. We have
found that windows of opportunity are best defined by the Request for Proposal (RFP)
release dates for initial procurements and major block changes. Concept Definition
RFP defines the earliest opportunity, and Full Scale Development RFP defines the
latest opportunity. Initial Operating Capability (IOC) is used to show when operation
experience is available to the development community for scheduling pre-planned
product improvements.

The last step is to assess how the technology components contribute to achieving the
capabilities required by ISC. In many respects this assessment is what keeps ISC
alive. We never get everything at once, and the ISC technologies scheduled for
insertion need to be justified in terms of their cost effectiveness.

REQUIREMENT VALIDATION THROUGH PROTOTYPING

To implement ISC the functional configuration shown above was developed by the
working groups developing the FMS and SMS Standards. The first implementation
was called Standard Mobile Segment Prototype (SMSP). Two Strategic Defense
Initiative contractors, Loral and IBM, showed that open architecture standards can be
implemented and the fundamental concepts of ISC will work. Of particular interest
was the demonstration that Common User Components (CUCs) form a viable
infrastructure for all missions.

The follow-on to SMSP is EOCT (EOC Tested), Figure 3. It includes the battle
management functions that were not implemented in SMSP. Most of the infrastructure
hardware and software is Non-Development Items/Commercial Off-The-Shelf
(NDI/COTS). Most of the Satellite Control software is NDI/COTS. Mission Payload
Operations software is mostly development software from other applications that have
been re-engineered. Battle Management software is newly developed software for the
most part—it is called BMP (Battle Management Processor). BMP includes two major
components: Message Handling Subsystem (MHS) and Tactical Data Fusion (TDF).

MHS provides the dynamics of force management by processing control directives
from higher authority and generating sensor, weapon, and communication task plans.
TDF provides the capability to correlate or fuse target track data from dissimilar
elements. Combined, BMP adds the important dynamics between the classical space
system ground segment and war fighting component of the force. Considering the



short response time for effective threat engagement, it is important to understand the
interface requirements and dynamics of this horizontal line of communication.

Figure 3–EOCT Functional Configuration

Based on the SMSP functional architecture and the evolving FMS/SMS design
standards, an EOCT hardware configuration was designed that maximized the use of
NDI/COTS components. This configuration is modeled after IBM's SMSP
configuration. EOCT's baseline design, Figure 4, is to use an all Black FDDI Local
Area Network (LAN) and embedded cryptos to interface equipment racks to the LAN.
Two alternate solutions are (1) to use a Red-Black LAN configuration to separate
status and control data from mission data, and (2) all Red LAN to operate system
high. The all Black LAN was chosen to provide the capability to investigate
multi-level security issues.

RISC System 6000 workstations were selected because of their compute power, and
because they were successfully demonstrated in SMSP. Each workstation is
configured with the maximum memory and storage as a hedge against the uncertainty
of requirements.

The Loral 550, with a Global Positioning System (GPS) based Time and Frequency
Subsystem, is the Front-End Processor for telemetry and commanding. SATSIM is the
vehicle response simulator built for NRL and modified for the EOCT. MAS
(Manufacturing Automated Supervisor) is the facility controller built by Honeywell.
All these equipment are VME based NDI/COTS components.



Communication chassis can be swapped
in-and-out to match the interface
requirement. To comply with the
FMS/SMS Standards this equipment must
be remotely controllable by the facility
controller.

Figure 4–EOCT Hardware Configuration

STU IIIRs are used to interface the EOCT
with external data sources such as Early
Warning Radar (EWR), Early Warning
System (EWS) and others. The "R"
designates that capability to remotely
control the STU III from the facility
controller.

Motorola's Network Encryption System (NES) is used to interface the EOCT to the
National Test Facility (NTF) over a T1 line. Crypto transmitters and receivers (KGT
and KGR) and their modems will be selected to match the requirements of the
selected Satellite Control Network (SCN). Both AFSCN and NAVSOC are potential
interfaces.

PERFORMANCE GOALS

The packaging concept and functional partitioning of the ISC ground segment
provides the means to derive performance goals from ISC and the GPALS BM/C3
ORD. Most of these performance goals were demonstrated by SMSP and
operationally by NRL Blossom Point and NAVSOC. We have high confidence that
they can be achieved in any future ground segment. The most stressing goals are
defined below for Satellite Operations and the Human-Computer-Interface (HCI).



Satellite Operations: Ground segment equipment must be modular so that it can be
set up to operate anywhere, either as a self-contained operational unit or as an
operational unit that operates with equipment at the deployed location. Modular
construction and equipment packaging should provide the capability to set up and
operate within 15 minutes. Wartime operations require the capability to switch from
one satellite system to another within 10 seconds. Missile engagement response time
lines require command upload verification to weapons within 5 seconds.

Human-Computer-Interface: Workstations supported by advanced decision support
software need to be built so a Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) with an officer in
charge can operate the satellites in a war time environment. Throughput within the
operations unit needs to be fast enough so that the operator is notified within 1 second
of information received at the operations unit. Most operator responses must be
completed within 60 seconds after receipt of an event notification. This includes
operator response for event validation, corrective action, force management response,
and reporting.

PAYOFF

Operation Desert Storm has already proven that space elements are vital to the success
of current and future military operations. Integrated Satellite Control, implemented
with Open System Architecture Design Standards, is the logical and necessary next
step in providing field commanders with even more access to space assets.

The payoff from EOCT can be focused in five areas:

First and foremost it provides a government baseline for implementing ISC
in future space system ground segments. At this time we do not understand
the interface dynamics with other BM/C3 components. Nor do we have the
means to test with hardware and operator in the loop. EOCT provides this
capability!

EOCT provides a means to independently test interoperability and
commonality designs that implement USCINCSPACE's need for Integrated
Satellite Control.

Contractors will be invited to demonstrate their design solutions and prove
their concepts can implement an open system architecture specified by the
FMS/SMS design standards in a government provided test article
development environment.



Early products, integrated and tested in the EOCT, will be installed in other
government test facilities (e.g., National Test Facility) to drive out
operational requirements for specific missions.

The government can independently assess contractor on-orbit Flight
Demonstration Satellites (FDSVs), and Test and Checkout Satellites
(TACOs) to collect data for Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) decisions and
gain early confidence in the Engineering, Manufacturing, and Development
(EMD) specifications.

Proving SMS design standards will work provides the design foundation for future
satellite operations. Missions requiring deployable operational units for contingency
support or to augment fixed facilities will be interoperable. Implementing ISC will
provide the capability to support the war fighter in a distributed and autonomous
tactical operation.
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